
 

Logistical Information 
 
The Summer School is held on the Island of San Servolo, in Venice, Italy. The waterbus going to the Island 

of San Servolo, line 20, leaves only from San Zaccaria on the Riva degli Schiavoni - the promenade located 

to the left of Piazza San Marco (facing the waterfront); therefore from the airport you have to reach first San 
Zaccaria. 

The easiest way to reach the city center from the Venice Marco Polo Airport is taking the ALILAGUNA 
waterbus (http://www.alilaguna.it/index.en.html), a direct service between the airport and Venice downtown. 

You can take one of the following lines of the Alilaguna waterbus: 

1. BLUE line getting off at San Zaccaria (journey time approx. 75 minutes, € 15,00, departure from 6.15 to 

00.15); 

2. RED line getting off at San Marco (journey time approx. 75 minutes, € 15,00, departure from 10.30 to 

18.30). 

Alternatively, from the Marco Polo Venice Airport you can take the ACTV road bus no. 5 (orange bus) or 

the ATVO road bus (blue bus) which terminate at Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal). Both leave 

from the platforms outside the arrival hall. The drive takes approx. 25 minutes. A one way ticket costs €8,00 

and a round trip ticket costs €15,00 (luggage included). Information regarding timetables is available at 

http://www.actv.it/en and at http://www.atvo.it/ respectively. 

From Piazzale Roma you need to reach San Zaccaria taking the ACTV waterbus lines 4.1 and 5.1. The 

journey takes approx. 25 minutes and the ticket costs € 7,50. 

The Island of San Servolo can be reached also by private water taxi. Please bear in mind that taxis in 

Venice are very expensive. 

The waterbus going to the Island of San Servolo leaves from San Zaccaria on the Riva degli Schiavoni – the 

promenade located to the left of Piazza San Marco (facing the waterfront), in front of the Hotel Londra 

Palace and Pensione Wildner. The boat stop is the last on the quayside and is called San Zaccaria, 

Monumento Vittorio Emanuele (M.V.E.). The public boat to San Servolo is line 20. 

The journey time is of approximately 10 minutes. It’s only one stop and a limited one-way non-resident's 

ticket costs € 5,00. This special ticket cannot be bought on board but only at the ticket office in front of the 

waterbus stop. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Timetable 
 
The waterbus line 20 runs according to the following schedule: 

Leaving S. Zaccaria (terminal B). for San Servolo Island: 

 

06.55 07.15 08.10 08.40 09.00 09.20 09.50 10.30 11.10 11.50 

12.30 13.10 13.50 14.30 15.10 15.50 16.30 17.10 17.50 18.30 

19.10 19.50 20.30 21.30 22.30 23.30 00.25 01.20   

 

Leaving San Servolo Island for S.Zaccaria (terminal B): 

 

07.05 07.35 08.30 08.50 09.10 09.40 10.00 10.50 11.20 12.10 

12.40 13.30 14.00 14.50 15.30 16.00 16.50 17.30 18.00 18.50 

19.20 20.00 20.40 21.40 22.40 23.40 00.35 01.30   

 

 

The public boat to San Servolo, line 20, runs according to the following schedule with a journey time of 10 

minutes. There is no night public boat service. 

Tickets may be bought from a water bus stop landing stage. The limited one-way, one-stop, not-resident 
ticket costs € 5,00 (this ticket cannot be bought on board), whilst the regular not-resident ticket costs € 7,50 

for 60 minutes navigation. A return ticket costs € 10,00. 


